
Digital sound processing offers many important

benefits to improve your hearing experience. 

A key advantage of digital technology is that it

allows your hearing healthcare professional to

fit your hearing aid more precisely to your

individual hearing loss and lifestyle.

W HY DIG ITA L?  

W HY U N I SON? 

Clean, crisp, comfortable sound  

Quick and accurate customization

to your needs 

Helps maximize speech

intelligibility in various listening

situations



™

Unison is part of the Unitron Hearing family 

of high-quality digital hearing aid solutions. For

40 years, Unitron Hearing has been committed

to bettering the lives of the hearing impaired.

Unitron Hearing is headquartered in Kitchener,

Ontario, Canada, with operations in Canada, 

the United States and Germany, and serves

customers in more than 50 countries around

the world.

ABOUT U N ITRON H E A R I NG

530-837-000  1/02-004

www.unitronhearing.com



THE ADVANTAGES

OF DIGITAL

ARE NOW WITHIN

EVERYONE’S REACH

™



F LE X I B I L ITY  TO F IT
YOU R L I F E STYLE

The best choice of hearing aid is 

different for everyone, and includes 

such considerations as your hearing loss,

lifestyle, preferences – even the anatomy 

of your ear. Whether you’re spending

quiet time at home, participating in

meetings with co-workers or dining out

with friends, Unison has the flexibility to

adapt to the many variables that add up

to your best possible listening experience

in these and other environments. 



CO MFO RTAB LE 
N ATU RA L SOU N D

Unison offers many standard

features and options that help

ensure comfortable, natural

sound, including:

Quiet Mode Expansion – helps 

provide cleaner sound by reducing

perceived noise within the hearing aid,

caused by microphone noise or soft

background sounds 

Feedback Manager – reduces the

potential for uncomfortable feedback

Telecoil – improves listening on 

the phone 

Manual Volume Control – provides full

control over volume



Unison is available in the full range of styles,

sizes and colours to match your skin tone.

Certain Unison features are available in specific

shell styles only, so you should consult with

your hearing healthcare professional to choose

the one that best meets your needs. 

L IVE  I N  U N I SON 

J U ST W HAT YOU WA NT
TO H E A R

A common complaint with hearing aids is the

inability to understand speech in noisy environ-

ments. Unison’s Vector Directional System

addresses this by connecting you to the sounds

in front of you and suppressing sounds from

other directions. The Vector Directional System

can be programmed into any of your listening

programs and can even be implemented in

smaller hearing aid styles.


